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November SCAMPS Meeting Location

The SCAMPS’ November meeting will be held Friday, November 11th at the home of Allan Arnold. The
address is 17917 Summer Avenue, Artesia, CA 90701. Starting time is our regular 7:00 PM. From the 91
Freeway, take Pioneer South to 183rd. Turn right on 183rd and then right on Summer Avenue. From the 605
Freeway, take South Street East to Gridley. Turn left on Gridley to 183rd. Turn right on 183rd and then left on
Summer Avenue. If you need to contact Allan, his number is (562) 860-2904. See you there!
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SCAMPS NEWS

by Clint Brooks

Greetings fellow balsa junkies! Think about that for a minute-how long have most of us been breathing balsa
dust and dope fumes? Can you think of anything else in your life that is on par with that? I think I’ve been
at it since the first grade, more or less consistently all that time with a few breaks here and there. There was
also a period in life where I left dope in favor of the pretty plastic heat shrink stuff, but when renewing my
passion with stick and tissue the old dope fumes reminded me of many joyful hours in my youth, and thus it
continues…
We have lots of input from club members. I love it when there is a flood of good newsletter stuff showing
up-life as the editor is then easy for that month. With that noted, I will let the membership speak for itself,
starting with an interesting set of emails shared between Daniel Heinrich and a woman who was impressed by
a SCAMPS member one day while shopping-enjoy the story as it does make you realize there is a lot of
respect for our hobby even as we feel the base shrinking each flying season.

Subject: It was Pleasant meeting one of your Members Today
Dear Mr. Heinrich,
My name is Kelly Scott, and I had the pleasure of meeting one of your members when I was at Staples
Office Supply store getting a document printed up for my 12 year old girl who was with me at the time. While
I was standing there at the counter, I saw an older gentleman who had somewhat of a blueprint of what
appeared to be a model plane. Therefore, I asked him if he was involved in building a model airplane. This
gentleman said that he was and we began to strike up a conversation wherein I learned his name was Richard.
However I did not catch his last name. Anyway, he went on to tell me about his interests in flying and how he
had been a pilot since he was 16years old. I told him I was 48 years old now, but that I have ALWAYS had a
tremendous interest in flying someday, and in fact that I had subscribed to an airplane magazine for quite a
few years to where I read up on planes in hopes to someday get a chance to get my pilot's license to fly one.
But it's just that I never have yet.
However, aside from what just my interests were, I proceeded to inquire of Richard about his flying club
that he was involved in and he told me that you guys get together every Wednesday at the break of dawn and
just have a good time together doing what all of you love to do as a group. And there's no mistaking that he
MOST DEFINATELY and legitimately enjoys what he's doing. I know that such a conversation with someone
about such an activity might not seem like much to today's Electronic CRAZED generation where we're just
talking about "the simple things" in life, but for me it was extremely refreshing to see someone who is so
sincerely in love and truly satisfied in what he is doing and to be so happy in having the fellowship with whom
he is doing it with. After all, I NEVER have seen that kind of satisfaction in ANYBODY who's
life is ONLY absorbed largely in sedentarily staring at a computer screen the majority of their days.
Richard also told me that the name of your group was the "Scamps" so I googled it and found your website.
I told Richard that if I ever get the chance to, just for fun, take my daughter down there to just observe you
guys fly your planes that you made, then I think that such a trip would be a nice little activity for my daughter
sometime. He not only encouraged me to do that when we got a chance, but he also definately encouraged me
to NEVER give up on my goal of flying someday. He said, "Don't ever let the years go by and then end up
regretting that you didn't end up doing, but instead to just make up your mind and DO IT". Upon leaving, I
told him I WOULD.....
So, why do I simply write to tell you about me having the pleasure of meeting with Richard today? Well,
simply because it was very refreshing to see someone like Richard truly have a sense of fulfillment and
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satisfaction in what he is doing, but also that his sincere enthusiasm was truly infectious to me with his
encouragement to "NEVER GIVE UP" on my Goal of wanting to fly someday. Even though our meeting was
brief, it was an encouragement that I don't take lightly. Instead, I take it VERY MUCH to heart. So, in the
end.... I just wanted to FIRST of all take the opportunity to sincerely thank one of your members (Richard) for
encouraging me and for also being such a good representative of your group.
And, because I'm a big believer that "Bird's of a feather usually flock together", I also have no doubt but
that many of your other members in your organization ALSO have the same sincere love for what they are
doing. And I therefore would encourage them to please take every opportunity they can in life to NOT be shy
AT ALL in sharing with others (like young 48 year old whipper snappers like me) about their infectious love
for healthy activity that they are involved in, but ALSO that they enjoy it tremendously because of the
camaraderie they share with the group of people that they do it with. For just from that perspective alone, it
was truly a pleasure in having met one of your members today. I sincerely feel encouraged to have had the
chance to have met him. I hope you all have MUCH fun together and continue to enjoy each other's company.
That's what life is all about anyway. Take care.
Respectfully, Kelly Scott
Kelly,
I am so glad that you took something away from such a chance meeting. Many of us have been flying for
most of our lives and though most of do not have a pilot license we have all had the dream of taking the stick
at one time or another. What we all do share is a love for aviation and the rich history it has. The SCAMPS
began as a club that primarily flew models designed before 1943 but we have expanded and now embrace all
of free flight model aviation. This is mainly because so many of our members, such as myself, like to fly
models from all eras. This weekend is the Free Flight Championships in Lost Hills, CA and I personally will
be flying models that were designed from 1937 all the way up to a design from the 1980's and a little bit of
everything in between.
I heartily encourage you to go out one Wednesday morning and meet the fliers. I, unfortunately, still have a
work schedule that does not allow me to go to the weekly flying sessions so I take advantage of the contests on
weekends (I also live in Mojave so the commute to Perris is a bit much for half a day). Your "Birds of a
Feather" comment is very representative of our group. Though we are all very different we bond over all
types of free flight model airplanes. I have been around the SCAMPS since I was about 6 years old and a
more helpful group of people you will never find. We focus on the joy of the hobby. Sure we have
competitions but more often than not you will see competitors helping each other. Can you imagine any other
sport where your competition helps you beat them? Yes we are a fun group.
I could go on and on about what the hobby means to me but I think you can guess it. With your permission I
would like to send your E-Mail to our newsletter editor to publish for the rest of the club. I think everyone
would get a kick out of hearing how inspired you were by just meeting Richard (BTW, by this weekend I will
know which Richard it is, word travels fast in our group). Thanks for the message and if you need more
information feel free to contact myself or any other members of our board, we love to talk airplanes!
Daniel Heinrich
President, SCAMPS
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Daniel,
Thank you very much for your response. Yes you are more than welcome to share it with your members.
I'm happy if you think it would be of encouragement to others in your group. Especially if it means to
encourage others in the same way that Richard encouraged me. For I firmly believe that the younger
generation today (of course even much younger than I) DESPERATELY need such encouragement from the
older generation. However, I also realize that this younger generation (like my daughter) also
DESPERATELY needs to learn to how to respect and honor the experience of their elders who have
something of value (internally) to give them, so that such encouragement could be properly "downloaded"
into their lives. In fact, that's one of the specific reasons I would be interested for my daughter to have a
chance to be around older people who are engaged in fun and healthy activities like the SCAMPS are. I very
much want my little girl to develop a very strong appreciation and affinity for the idea that much wisdom,
experience, and knowledge dwells within such a group and that she could end up benefitting in life from
taking advantage of whatever opportunities she could to be around them. However, kids NEED to be steered
in that direction.
In either case, please feel the freedom to share it with others if you wish. I hope you all have fun this
weekend flying, and I will definately try to get to one of your events with my daughter sometime soon. I'll
keep an eye out on your website for when these events will be, and I'll even email you before I come to see if
you or Richard will be there. Either way, thanks also for your encouragement and take care.
Respectfully, Kelly Scott
So gang-be on the lookout for Kelly and her daughter and offer your assistance if you can. Hopefully a
positive experience there can lead to the word of mouth recommendation to other families and who
knows-maybe we a get a new flyer or two at some point. And I still don’t know which Richard we are
speaking of here..please raise your hand and allow us all to say “THANKS”!
An email follows from SCAMP member Dr. Don Chapton concerning the recent tragedy at the Reno Air
Races this past September. Apparently Don and his wife are avid air racers and fans, and felt the SCAMPS
would be interested in his impressions of what happened. This was sent to Kevin Sherman who has shared it
since with the SCAMPS email list, but in case you have not had a chance to read about I share it herewith:
Kevin,
Mary and I had gone to the Reno Air Races with the Bush Pilots International group we fly with into little
remote villages and dirt strips in Mexico. We were next to the grandstand, 90 degrees from and about 200
yards from the impact (of the P-51 Galloping Ghost-ed). One degree more to the right and hundreds of
people, including us would have been killed.
We were very involved in air racing in 1975. We had purchased a Formula One racer called the "Richard
Menges Special" from his estate after he was killed in a mid-air collision in a T-6 class race. We raced Reno,
Mojave etc. and did very well. We renamed it "Ol Blu" and it was #97 (it was painted blue). It was a highly
modified Cassutt design.
A friend was building a new Formula one. He hired Mr. Bennett, a famous aircraft designer, to design and
build the airplane for them. It took over a year, and Mary and I spent many weekends partying, observing and
helping them build the plane. They named it "Bennetts Magic" and it was beautiful. Test flights went well but
on the second race it was involved in a "mid air" and the pilot killed and airplane destroyed.
About the same time Dr. Wagner, an orthodontist and friend, and his wife "Judy" were building another
beautiful "Formula One" racer. They named it "Judy" because it was Judy who would race it. Judy was 6 feet
6 inches tall and still fit into the 14 foot wingspan airplane. Judy really wiped out the all man Formula One
racers for several years. We were friends since we were both members of the "Flying Dentist Association" and
did a lot of flying together. They were both killed taking off from LAX, IFR, in their Aero Commander when
someone filled it with jet fuel instead of 100LL.
The airplane "Judy" still races today and is very competitive but I am too emotional to even get near it.
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We decided we wanted out of air racing so we sold "Ol Blu" to Rocky Jones, the Vice President of the
"Professional Race Pilots Association" which we all had to belong to. He did very well flying "Ol Blu" until he
was involved in a mid-air and he was killed and our plane destroyed.
After that we completely stayed away from air racing for over 40 years until a group we fly with, the "Bush
Pilots International", offered a group deal to the Reno Air races. We had a hanger right on the flight line and
full pit passes. We mainly went for the comradely. The "Galloping Ghost" was parked right in front of us as
well as "Rare Bear" both of which we admired.
Galloping Ghost was just passing Rare Bear, (which nobody does) when the trim tab broke. I got an E-Mail
from Howie Keefe (Miss America Mustang racer) who expressed an opinion that the pilot hell bent on staying
in the race, was distracted when the trim tap breaking off the horizontal stabilizer pitched him up causing him
to almost fly too wide, which would have disqualified him, so he pulled back on the stick to get back on course
and went into a high speed stall. This was just out of the straight out of what they call "The Devils Corner" and
they were in excess of 500 MPH. The high speed stall went into an involuntary "lomcevak" or sommersault.
Howie said he should have known not to attempt that at that speed and that he should have pulled out of the
race. From photos he either blacked out (probable at his age of 74) or the seat broke.
I’m am sure the Transportation Board will forever cancel air races after this one, and I can guarantee we
have been to our last show.
It has been hard to get my wife in any our airplanes because of the above (even though our "Light Sport
Remos" has an aircraft parachute, and the other has two engines) but also because we crashed on a mountain
top in Mexico about 30 years ago. We weren't hurt but the airplane was badly damaged.
Even so we are going down to Mexico next week with the Bush Pilots.
One of the model pylon racer firms, "Byron," came to my dental office and wanted to kit "Ol Blu" about 1975,
but we couldn't find the original plans.
Dr. Don Chapton and Mary
Moving back into our normal course of events, Joe Jones shares the news about test flying a one of a kind
diesel engine made by his brother-in-law Bob Grant. Joe installed it into a Perris Special and gave it the
inaugural flight last month at Perris. I’ll let Joe summarize what occurred:
My brother-in law, Bob Grant built a diesel engine from bar stock and drill rod. The engine is an MLA
diesel, 1/5 cubic inch displacement based on plans from Andrew Lofquist at Metal Lathe Accessories (MLA)
in Pine Grove Mills, PA. Bob sent me many e-mails describing the construction, assembly and testing of the
engine – I have a stack about 1 inch thick. Bob got the engine to run reliably turning a 12 x 5 prop at about
5,800 RPM. He sent me the engine in hopes we could fly it.
I had a retired Perris Special that seemed to
be an appropriate candidate because it is
well behaved and has a large, unobstructed
firewall for engine mounting. The MLA
diesel design results in an engine that is
considerably larger and heavier than a
commercial .19 diesel or glow engine. It
fit onto the front of the Perris special with
little to spare. The MLA diesel was about
10 ounces heavier than the Fox 19 it
replaced, requiring 4 ounces of tail weight
to balance. However, it “looked” right
and the Perris Special wing loading was
10.6 ounces per square foot. Seemed like
it should fly!
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I took it to Perris on 9/21/2011 and test glided with Hal Wightman’s help. Test glides were steep but stable.
I added about ½ ounce tail weight. Bob came to Southern California the week of 9/26/11. Test glides at
Fairview on 9/27/2011 looked safe. Bob ran the engine in my backyard. It started easily, ran smoothly, and
was not sensitive to compression screw or needle valve setting. We were set to flight test!
Bob, my wife Linda (Bob’s sister) and I went to Perris on Wednesday 9/28/2011, assembled the airplane and
setup far out in the field. Bob started the engine and I launched with about 15 seconds on the timer. It flew!
Shallow straight climb, 2 or 3 dip transition, straight glide. We added more right rudder tab. The second
and third flights (25 second timer and ½ tank – about 45 seconds) showed a nice shallow right climb, one dip
transition, and a nice right glide. We may have been getting over confident. The fourth flight was
under-compressed or lean or both. The airplane did not climb, settling in under power and breaking the
prop. We returned to “factory” compression and needle valve settings. The fifth and last flight was a full
tank running about 70 seconds, climbing in a large right circle to about 300 to 400 feet followed by a nice
right glide for a 135 second flight. A very successful day! I was ecstatic! Bob was justifiably proud.
Linda was relieved. A Sal Taibi designed airplane came through again. Many MLA diesel engines have
been built around the world. This may have been the first time one has flown.
We finished a great day with Bob making four trim flights on his first ever rubber powered airplane, a
Majestyk P-30. Joe Jones
My apologies regarding this event-Hal had sent me a nice shot of Joe launching the MLA diesel powered
Perris Special but I have lost track of it. If I get it again I will share in an upcoming issue of Gas Lines.
Another article submission by Dick Nelson concerning I guess relative motion and our ability to differentiate
movements. I found it interesting from a ground based perspective how we observe a circling model in
thermals. Having flown full scale sailplanes it makes perfect sense as the observation from the airplane is
completely different in the same conditions!

Thought Experiments

by Dick Nelson

It was Albert Einstein who first said time is not always constant. He posited that as one moves faster,
time becomes a variable. He used a simple feat called a thought experiment where he simply sat down in a
quiet place and thought about it.
He thought about a train and two observers. One observer is stationed on a bridge over the track, the
other on the train. The observer on the bridge fires a strobe light when the train is many miles away and then
fires it again as the train observer passes under the bridge. Both observers hack their stop watches at the
exact instant they see the flash of the strobe. Einstein knew the speed of light is 186,000 miles per second.
Therefore it should have taken a bit longer for the train observer to see the first flash and the stop watches
confirmed that fact. If time were constant, the watches would have shown the same elapsed time.
Later he went on to prove that time really does change as one moves. He also showed how the clock
slows down as one moves faster and his theory that time actually stands still if one moves at the speed of light
has been accepted by all science. Fair enough, but how does that impact our free flight endeavors? Stay with
me here. Should a free flight model behave the same when gliding in a wind as it does gliding in calm air?
Let’s do a thought experiment with Einstein’s train and find out. It is moving at 60 miles per hour on
a level track in a fixed direction, no curves. It is pulling a big boxcar and inside the boxcar is a guy with a free
flight model getting ready to launch in the calm air inside. It is a very big boxcar. The wind outside is blowing
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steadily at 60 mph in the same direction. Just before the model is launched, imagine the roof and the sides of
the boxcar go away. (Do what you want here, blow them off with dynamite or anything else you prefer, just
get them gone). Does the model climb and transition to a glide and then glide the same as if it had been
launched in calm air?
Since the train and the wind are moving in the same direction at the same speed, the sides and top of
the boxcar are quite expendable. Launching the model with or without the sides and top makes no difference;
therefore the climb, transition and glide are the same also. And there is no upwind or downwind because the
model was launched into a big sea of moving air. To an observer on the train, it glides in smooth, even circles
just as it would in calm air conditions.
Off the train, we can observe what happens to bubbles from a bubble machine or fluffies from a
desiccated cat tail as they are released. They are immediately at the mercy of the wind and begin to move in
the direction of the wind. Probably a second or two at most puts them into that same sea of moving air as the
launch from the train. Do we have any reason to suspect that a free flight model is any different? Therefore,
whatever the difference between a launch into moving air and a launch into calm air, that difference happens
very quickly after launch.
Now let’s do another thought experiment and take a ride on the model. A launch in a stiff wind can be
a scary experience so we’ll limit our ride to, say, a wind of 10 mph. Once the model has successfully
transitioned from the ground forces to the forces of the friendly air it has been taught to fly in, will it climb
merrily up as it has always done? Will it be unaffected by the wind at the ground? Will the transition to a
glide be the same? Is this ride now the same one we watched from the moving boxcar cum flatcar?
Our launcher on the ground sees a glide that is not smooth circles; rather it is a series of fast and slow
curves in flight where the model may appear to hang without moving as it turns upwind. Then it appears to
accelerate as it heads downwind. Or does it? What’s going on here?
Just as we have a hard time accepting that time changes with velocity, we have a hard time accepting
our innate human visual mediocrity. We expect the model to stall as it approaches the upwind part of the
glide circle and it certainly appears to slow down. When possible, we try to have the transition from climb to
glide take place during the downwind part of the circle we see in our heads so that it will not stall.
What’s going on is a true optical illusion. What we see from the earth is not what is happening as the
model sees itself. If it seems to pick up a stall that was not there before, it is not because of the wind
direction. If it appears to trace warped circles and appears to accelerate and decelerate at regular intervals, it
is most probably doing just about what it always does.
The sea of air on a windy day with lots of sun will definitely be bumpy. It will have ups and downs,
both big and small and any free flight model will have to navigate those bumps. It may require a change in
decalage or CG location and some folks even build windy day models. But it will not, however, pay any
attention to north or south, east or west, or upwind or downwind.
And my observation from my sailplane was I was drifting on a slow moving river, and the turns were of
constant velocity as the glider circled in the lifting air mass of a thermal. I would strongly agree with this
theory the model is flying at a constant airspeed even though it appears to accelerate as it turns downwind.
It’s the groundspeed that’s affected only-the model performance in the air is what it always is and unaffected
by winds.
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Here are the official results of the USFFC held at Lost Hills the end of September, submitted by Ted Firster
who once again braved it all and CD’d the event. Friday afternoon and evening was upstaged by a nice
thunderstorm that moved through the area. Saturday was plagued by high winds most of the day, and a lot of
folks pulled up stakes and called it a day. Those that stayed through Sunday were treated to ideal conditions,
with warm temperature, mild winds and lots of lift, making Sunday very busy indeed. I still managed to part
company with my Lamb Climber which was in a towering thermal drifting slowly southwest toward Highway
46. I saw it D/T at quite a distance and attempted to maintain a line of sight to where I believed it touched
down, but was not successful in locating it. At least the wheat had been harvested making it easier to see if
had gone into that area, but no luck. Oh well, I have a new Red Buzzard to start that will take the Climbers
place, so I’m more than happy to push on with that! Thanks again Ted and Sondra for hosting this event.
And I will make the comment some of the contestants did quite well in the monetary rewards department at
the end….very enticing using that form of prize recognition. I think Ted’s formula for this is working quite
well.
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Terry Thorkildsen will end the USFFC report with his story of woe to get there. And yes, I think he made out
okay on things that Sunday too, which helped offset some of this I’m sure…
My Adventure/Misadventure on going to Lost Hills for the 2011 USFF Champs
For a change this year I took off a day from work and left Thursday night about 8:30 p.m. About 1 hour into
my three hour trip I started getting a thumping noise from the front tire on my 78 Chevy van and then part of
the tread cut loose with a loud bang so I immediately limped off the freeway in Castaic and called trouble A
from a fast food gas stop. They put on the spare after using a set of bolt cutters to cut off the lock since I
seemed to have lost my key.
It held air okay and they said there was tire store called Benny’s tires off of Parker Road open all night to
serve the truckers and I could get some good tires there. It was about 8.5 miles down the road on the 5
freeway. No problem I thought but about 6 miles down the road I started getting a tell-tell thumping sound
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that got louder and louder and then the spare blew out so there I was stuck on the side of the freeway at
midnight or so with no spare.
I tried in vain to flag someone down and after about one hour I flagged down a Sheriff who called triple A for
me while we waited. Then the Sheriff was relieved by the CHP and after 2 to 3 hours triple A never showed
up so they suggested I call another towing service which I did. He showed up 20 minutes later and charged
$220 dollars to tow me 2 miles to Benny’s tires. I felt like I had really been stiffed by that towing service but
was in no position to argue. At Benny’s I had them put on 2 decent used tires for $90 since I was planning on
junking out the van anyway. (I would recommend Benny’s since I thought they were very fair.)
Finally I got back on the road and at about 5:30 a.m. I pull into the Lost Hills flying field and I had been up for
over 24 hrs which sure doesn’t work really well when you are 68 yrs old. I don’t think I had never gone that
long without sleep but I remember once when I was a teenager I came home when the sun came up and as I
pulled off my boots to go to bed my mother said where have you been all night and there was no easy answer
for that.
Anyway I only got 1.5 to 2 hours sleep before the flying started Friday morning and that just doesn’t work real
well at my age. I felt like a zombie all day Friday due to the lack of energy from no sleep and the fact that it
was 102 to 105 degrees that day as I recall, but never the less I did the best I could that day and had fun for the
rest of the weekend when I got to catch up on my sleep.
Thermals,
Terry Thorkildsen
Kevin Sherman kindly submitted a report on the 2011 SAM Champs held the week after the USFFC
completed. It was an interesting week with a significant weather system moving through Southern California
with nearly an inch of rain. This drifted through the SAM contest area as well, affecting things considerably.
I’ll let Kevin share the rest with you.

2011 SAM Champs Report

by Kevin Sherman

The 2011 SAM Champs was plagued with
balky weather all week, as many of you may
have already heard. We arrived in Boulder
on Friday evening and were greeted with a
strong breeze and intermittent rain showers
and lightning. Listening to weather forecasts
for the upcoming week did not sound
promising at all, with much of the same
predicted. It was the first winter storm of the
year, with a low pressure system that started
in Alaska and swept through California and
Nevada. Because of the ominous forecast, I
suggested to CDs Hal Wightman and George
Walter that they allow any event to be flown
on any day from the start of the contest. The
early part of the week was supposed to be
better than the late. On Sunday evening at
the Pilot’s Meeting, Hal Wightman announced

Ron and Sue Thomas head for the CD table with the Lanzo Bomber
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the option for consideration and opened the floor for discussion. Eventually a vote was taken and it was
decided by a strong majority to keep the scheduled events as they were.
Monday morning started out with a strong breeze, but flyable. Those wise to the ways of the desert started
putting up flights as fast as they could. Ron Thomas was getting his Lanzo Bomber processed for Fuel
Allotment when the contest started and put up an impressive 15 minute plus flight. Unfortunately, the model
crossed highway 95 and hit a fence on the far side of the road ripping the pylon apart. So, he had to stand on
his single flight which ended up winning the event. He then quickly switched to the other Championship
event for free flight power, the Ascender in A-Fuselage. Ron reported mediocre performance in that event,
but his strategy of flying early netted him a top 2 finish.
Perennial SAM Champion Larry Davidson built a beauty of a Lanzo Bomber for Fuel Allotment also, but had
ignition troubles and decided not to try to fix it. I believe Larry placed 3rd in A-Fuselage, leaving him several
points back after day one in the Championship. He did not seem too enthused about flying in the high winds
either.
Hal Cover quickly got out
to his winning ways on
Monday, putting up
multiple maxes in
Nostalgia Rubber and won
the event with his new El
Gizmoe. I told Carl
Redlin I would be his
dedicated timer this year,
and he also got off to a hot
start. He quickly maxed
out in Large Stick Rubber
and then started flying his
Double Feature in the
other Rubber
Championship event of the
day, Small Cabin. He
managed to get in two
flights before the wind
built in at about 10:00 AM
and blew out the rest of the
Hal Cover sends El Gizmoe skyward against the beautiful backdrop of a building storm
day. Hal Cover won
Small Cabin with two maxes plus a nice 3rd flight. Hal Cover and Carl Redlin were dicing it out for most of
the week for the Rubber Championship and I think each really enjoyed the competition.
When the wind hit on Monday, it was shortly followed by rain and sent some people packing and heading
home. By Tuesday morning, some were worried about getting their equipment off the “Dry” lake, which
started to resemble a real lake! Tuesday was called off and the CDs really did a great job of adjusting on the
fly. It was decided to move Tuesday events to be grouped with Wednesday’s events and max times were cut
back. Some of the RC fly-offs were held Tuesday in the scrub brush near highway 95, but that was the extent
of flying activities.
I again timed for Carl Redlin on Wednesday and he got in 3 max times in Commercial Rubber with his hot
performing Wren. By the time he posted that event, the wind was really going again, with gusts approaching
20 MPH. He then started flying Large Cabin with his ’39 Korda. It was really a must for timers to use
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binoculars, even though the CDs had cut max times to 3
minutes in Large events. His first flight was an easy
max, but was drifting so fast, he could not keep up with
it. He called in on his cell phone saying he could not
find it, so I jumped on my bike and headed out. I rode
right to it, and found it inverted with the center section
of the wing broken and the tips full of holes from being
dragged along the rough lake bed surface. It also made
the muddy area of the lake which was slick riding to say
the least! Trying to carry back a partially broken
model against a strong wind is tough. I managed to get
it back without breaking the wing the rest of the way. I
helped Carl repair the damage and he wound for a
second flight. By now the wind was so strong; two of
us had to carry it out so it would not be ripped apart.
Carl found a slight lull and launched. The wind
quickly took it back over our heads and the wing folded
in flight. It was the only non-max flight for Carl. By
Thursday morning, Carl also decided to call it a contest
and head for home as the weather continued to be poor
with more rain and wind, and his wife Kay was having
severe back pain.
Hal Cover continued to win events too, and ended the
Carl Redlin launching his Large Stick model
week with the Rubber Championship. He and Carl Redlin
have been friends for a long time, and it was neat for them
not only to compete against each other at a high level, but both were also inducted into the SAM Hall of Fame
this year. I think Hal ended up with 5 wins in rubber, but may have a few more I am unaware of.
Ron Thomas was persistent and competed strongly to win his second Free Flight Power Championship. It
was not without trouble though. He damaged his Sailplane in C-Pylon, but was able to finish the event with
his Playboy. After finishing C-Pylon competition, he wanted to adjust the Playboy for Friday’s Old Ruler
event. While I was not there during the flight, I heard it was a very spectacular 270 degree loop that hit about
10 feet from the CDs tent. Not sure if the 4 inch deep hole it left in the dry lake bed damaged the Super
Cyclone or not, but the plane was a write off. He also damaged his 30 Second Antique model, the Rambler.
Flying in the wind can be costly for sure! During the spectacular Playboy crash, SAM Champ’s Registrar
Gene Drake said he was timing a rubber model in binoculars, and heard the 60 powered model coming at him
at a high speed but kept his eyes on the model in the binocs. Now that is a dedicated timer!
My dad and I only took 7 models to the Champs this year. As mentioned, I was timing for Carl and I was also
the CD for the Concours de’Elegance. Had the weather been better, I might have flown a little more, but as it
ended up, only flew my Rambler 900 in the Old Ruler Event on Friday, the best of the days for flying. I had
not had the model in the air for about 3 years, but it started up and sounded okay. I put up a quick test flight
to test the motor run length, and good thing I did. About 12 seconds into the run, it went dead lean, but
managed to run to the timer cut-off, so I did get a good mark on my timer. I started it up on the ground, and
started opening the needle on the McCoy 60. I unscrewed it until I took it out altogether and it was still
running strong. I knew I had something in the spray bar, and flushed it out, and then could get the engine to
go rich. I put in my first official, and did 7 plus minutes on a 25 seconds ROG. The model was heeling over
to the right pretty good, so I added a touch of left rudder. I do not like adjusting with 25 second engine runs,
but made very small changes. The second flight did over 8 minutes and the third squeaked in max with a 5:02
flight. The local boys were razzing me a little saying wait till Bob Oslan gets here with his Kestrel. I think
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Oslan started flying about the time I got my 3rd flight in. He easily maxed too, but hit bad air his second flight
and fell about a minute short. His Kestrel does have an AWESOME glide. I managed to make my first
fly-off max with a 20 second ROG engine run and made 4:30 on my 5th flight with a 15 Second ROG engine
run and won the event. It was the first time I had won Old Ruler. Bob Oslan is one of my modeling heroes,
so it was really fun to fly with him.
The Concours de’Elegance was held
Wednesday night and went very smoothly.
There were a total of 20 models on display
and voting started at 6:30 PM. It was held
alongside the swap meet which ended up
working out great for most, but I was unable
to leave the table and did not get to hit the
swap meet. Right away, I started getting
feedback from voters saying it was hard to
pick the best models as so many were nice.
The events this year were Best RC, Best
Rubber Free Flight, Best Power Free Flight
and Best in Show. The RC category was
highlighted by a Snow White model, but
had much competition. In the end, Richard
Minnick and his Snow White had a narrow
win in that category. Al Lidberg, and his
beauty of a Puss Moth won the Rubber Free
Gary Sherman’s Clipper entry
Flight event and Gary Sherman and his Comet
Clipper won Best Power Free Flight. The
Best in Show was within 5 votes between Gary Sherman’s Comet Clipper and Richard Minnick’s Snow
White, with the Snow White edging out Sherman’s Clipper.
We enjoy seeing friends at the Champs and the social aspect of it a lot. I always look forward to seeing Larry
Davidson, Gene Wallock, Abe Gallas, John Camp, and so many others. Unfortunately, Gene Wallock was
ill, and headed home early, and John Camp suffered a recurring medical issue the week before the Champs
and also left early. I was glad I still got to see them though. I think in all, there were a little over 150 entries.
The numbers would have been a little stronger had it not been for the weather. On Friday, Clarence
Myerscough surprised us all and showed up at the field. I had not seen him in a long time and it was a nice
surprise. It is always hard to say goodbye to everyone, and the week goes by so fast.
Congratulations to Ron Thomas and Hal Cover for winning the free flight championships and to Hal Cover
and Carl Redlin for their induction into the SAM Hall of Fame.

2011 SCAMPS Monthly Contest Schedule
Month
Nov

Day
16

Rubber
P-30 / Jimmy Allen

Power
1/2A - A AMA Gas

CD
G. Walter

Dec

9

Gollywock Mass Launch +
OT Small Rubber (comb)

B - D AMA Gas

K. Sherman
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A & B RV RENTALS OF
BAKERSFIELD CA
They deliver, setup and pickup RV
trailer rentals to the Lost Hills Field.
They have trailers from 24 ft. to 34 ft.
and can sleep up to 8 persons
Telephone No. 661-587-2299
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SCAMPS Membership Renewal Form
It is time to renew our Scamps membership dues again. This year we are offering two types
of memberships. Our regular membership, which includes a monthly printed newsletter
mailed to you, remains the same $30 per year. Our E-mail ONLY newsletter membership
will be offered at $15. Those who chose the E-mail newsletter option membership will no
longer receive a hard copy of the newsletter in the mail, only the E-mail version. We are able
to pass on the savings for the club to those members who chose the E-mail membership.
We want to make sure we have everyone’s correct contact information. If you have moved,
changed your phone number or have a new E-mail address, please let us know (contact Kevin
Sherman). The dues are $30 (regular membership) or $15 (E-mail membership)

and should be made payable to the SCAMPS. Please send your dues to Kevin
Sherman, 1521 S. Normandy Terrace, Corona, CA 92882
Please check one
Please sign me up for regular membership

Please sign me up for E-mail membership

Name _________________________________ Phone Number ______________________________
Address _______________________________ E-mail _____________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Do you have any interest in SCAMPS Shirts?

Yes
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No

